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CHARTER:
The Blockchain Storage TWG is created for the purpose of establishing architectures and software for blockchain storage. This TWG creates software and standards that enable specific features for these devices that meet the requirements of stakeholders with these Blockchain Storage needs.

The Blockchain Storage TWG:

- Acts as a primary technical entity for the SNIA to identify, develop, and coordinate Blockchain Storage features to be added to storage devices.
- Produces or extends interfaces to accommodate new features.
- Promotes interoperability (for example plugfests) among devices and systems implementing a new Blockchain Storage feature.
- Coordinates the submission of new feature proposals to standards groups (e.g., NVM Express, IEEE Blockchain, T10 or T11)
- Creates software to encourage adoption of these updated features.
- Builds Open Source Applications using Blockchain technology to solve interoperability and security concerns in the storage industry
- Focuses on spearheading adoption of the Blockchain in the Storage industry

This is a new application for storage technology which may help addresses security threats, encourage adoption and expand storage applications.

Blockchain technology has already had widespread adoption in applications and having a solution for storage interoperability and testability can bring this adoption to a higher level.
The Blockchain Storage TWG will take responsibility to promote open source applications and interop testing.
This TWG will also assist and cooperate with other SNIA TWGs (Security, Object Drive and SSM) in their efforts to incorporate or manage these features and consider other SNIA TWG and Alliance partner work for leveraging.

This TWG intends to develop SNIA Architecture and SNIA Software. This TWG intends to use an Open Repository with public access for the Software. This TWG intends to allow external contribution as a Contributor License Agreement (CLA) Project.

PROPOSED PROGRAM OF WORK:

1. This TWG will collect and prioritize feature requests for storage drive interfaces from Blockchain customers and the developer’s community and it will spearhead the expansion of Storage technology used in the Blockchain community.

2. This TWG will develop or extend interfaces, allowing device vendors to supply features using extensions to existing standard interfaces and develop software that uses those extensions.

3. This TWG will coordinate the submission of new standard proposals to accommodate the new features or create a new standard as a SNIA Architecture.

4. Once the feature is standardized, this TWG will additionally develop SNIA Software to implement the feature’s interface using the new version of the underlying standard that adds the feature.

5. This TWG will educate and promote Blockchain Technology overall in Storage Applications.

The scope of new features is focused on solving problems of Blockchain customers when deploying devices at scale.

FOUNDING MEMBERS:

DELL/EMC, Marvell, and Western Digital have all communicated that they will be charter members of the TWG. Development teams at several other SNIA member companies have expressed support and are waiting for official company approval to state support.
Software License

This TWG will develop software using the 3 clause BSD License as follows:


Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of The Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.